11th Annual
NAERIC
BARRELS
OF
CASH
PROSPECT $ALE
IN CONJUNCTION WITH
MANITOBA AG EX
FRIDAY OCT 26TH, 2018 • 4PM.

5th Annual Stake Race
Thursday Oct 25th, 2018
all NAERIC BDC foals born between 2008 - 2012
eligible to run $1,000 added. MBRA Sanctioned

2013 Barrels of Cash foals eligible to run in the
6th Annual NAERIC Barrels of Cash Futurity run.

3rd ANNUAL
BARRELS OF CASH Open Jackpot
Friday October 26th | 12 noon
MBRA sanctioned Western Fortunes $2500 added money

For more information contact:
Gail Bridgeman: 204-826-2060 or Debbie Fenty: 204-567-3561
1. TERMS OF THE SALE ARE CASH. All buyers paying by check must have 2 pieces of identification. Bank draft, money orders or cash preferred from out of province buyers.

2. The highest bidder is to be the buyer. If any dispute arises between or among 2 or more bidders, the auctioneer reserves the right to settle the dispute as he see fit, and his decision is final. THE AUCTIONEER RESERVES THE RIGHT TO REJECT ANY OR ALL BIDS.

3. Immediately after the HORSE IS SOLD, IT WILL BE THE SOLE RISK AND RESPONSIBILITY OF THE BUYER THEREOF—BUT POSSESSION OF THE HORSE CAN NOT BE OBTAINED UNTIL PAYMENT IN FULL HAS BEEN MADE.

4. Title of and risk of LOSS passes to the BUYER when the animal is announced “SOLD” by the auctioneer. Effective from the time of purchase, the buyer assumes responsibility of the maintenance and care of the animal and agrees to care for such animal in accordance with approved husbandry practices and the stabling policies of the NAERIC Barrels of Cash Horse Sale. The buyer further agrees to indemnify and hold the NAERIC Barrels of Cash Horse Sale harmless from all loss, cost and expenses arising from illness, injury or death of persons caused by the buyer, the buyers agent or employees, or by the animal subsequent to the time of purchase.

5. Buyer is responsible for all transfer fees.

6. Purchasers who fall in any respect whatsoever to pay for horses shall be declared in default. Any horse purchased by a defaulter may be resold at public or private sale without notice for purchasers account, cost of such resale to be Bourne by defaulter. Should such resale fail to satisfy the defaulters account in full, defaulter shall pay forthwith to the NAERIC Barrels of Cash Horse Sale the amount owing; failing which, the undersigned may bring suit against defaulter. The purchaser shall be responsible for all costs including attorney fees, incurred by the NAERIC Barrels of Cash Horse Sale, in collection of amounts owing for the horses purchased, or in enforcement or interpretation of this condition of sale.

7. If any person shall purchase a lot and not pay for it as prescribed above, nothing shall prevent the auctioneer or the owner from compelling the purchaser to pay for it if the auctioneer or seller shall so deem fit.

8. The auctioneer may decline any bid made by parties who have defaulted in former purchase, or by persons who, in his/her judgment are not responsible bidders.

9. If buyer pays by check, the NAERIC Barrels of Cash Horse Sale will mail all registration papers directly to the buyer after the check has cleared.

10. Horses have not been Coggins tested unless stated otherwise in the catalogue. Costs associated with exporting horses will be borne by the buyer.

11. The accuracy of all information on the catalogue papers is the total responsibility of the consignor. Consignors shall have the affirmative duty to examine the catalogue papers on which horses consigned to him appear, prior to the sale and report any inaccuracies to the auctioneer so that appropriate announcements can be made at the time of the sale. Comments on sale day will hold preferences over any comments made in the catalogue.

12. The sales management, auctioneers, and employees act as agent for the seller, but assume no liability for either buyer or seller. Any representations made by the sales management are made on behalf of the seller.

13. All persons who attend the sale do so at their own risk and sale management assumes no liability for any accident, or for loss by fire, theft or injury in any manner. Buyers and spectators are cautioned to be careful while on the grounds and particularly while horses are being shown or sold in the sales ring and while buyers are examining horses before and during the sale.
14. All known defects made known to the sale management will be announced before each horse is started. Auctioneers, NAERIC Barrels of Cash and their employees take no responsibility for the soundness, merchantability or fitness for any purpose of any horse being offered in this sale.

15. There is no guarantee of any horse sold in this sale, except when the owner makes a specific guarantee. In such case RIGHT OF RE COURSE must be directed to the seller.

16. Buyers must make stabling arrangements at time of purchase if stalling is required after the sale.

17. All horses must be sold through the NAERIC Barrels of Cash Sale to be eligible for the NAERIC Barrels of Cash Futurity in the 5th year from this sale.

19. All horses will be micro chipped and recorded.

RELY SOLELY ON YOUR EXAMINATION OF HORSES PRIOR TO PURCHASING

2018
BARRELS OF CASH
DAC Farms  
Duncan Campbell & Cathy Gerrand  
Box 1229 Virden MB R0M 2C0  
Ph 204-748-2240  
Campbell@dacfarms.net  
www.dacfarms.net

DCF Performance Horse  
Doyle & Carissa Fenty & family  
Box 114 Kenton MB R0M 0Z0  
ph: 204-851-1862  
dfenty_9@hotmail.com  
www.d5ghorses.com

Bridgeman Land & Livestock Ltd.  
Kirk & Gail Bridgeman  
Tyler, Kristy Gilchrist  
Box 148 Rapid City MB R0K 1W0  
ph: 204-826-2060  
krb@goinet.ca  
www.bridgemanhorses.com

D5 Performance Horses Ltd.  
Dean & Debbie Fenty & Family  
Box 219 Minita Mb R0M 1M0  
ph: 204-567-3561  
deb@d5ghorses.com  
www.d5ghorses.com

K & J Bridgeman Farms Ltd  
Kevin & Julie Bridgeman  
Box 356 Binscarth MB R0J 0G0  
ph: 204-847-2112  
Julie@kjbridgeman.com  
www.kjbridgeman.com

Dollar Horse Services  
Shane & Robyn Brown & family  
Box 2903 Virden MB R0M 2C0  
ph:204-851-2472  
dollarhorsetraining@gmail.com

Little Valley Quarter Horses Ltd.  
Greg & Faye Little  
Box 2A9 Decker MB R0M 0K0  
Ph: 204-562-3504  
onlygoldinvitation@hotmail.com  
www.littlevalleynq.com
In 2008 a group of ranchers had a vision to put on a barrel racing prospect sale with the intention of these foals coming back as 5 year olds to compete for a $9,000 purse.

Our first futurity run was in the fall of 2013 and a success.

With so much enthusiasm we decided why not have a stake race for all the horses that went through our sales that had reached 6 years and older. We added $1,000.00 to sweeten the purse. Our 1st stake race was held in 2014 and our barrel racers loved it. When 2016 rolled around the idea was brought to us why not hold an open jackpot cap it at 100 entries add a $1000.00 to the purse with prizes as well. We had so much fun that we did it again in 2017 and we are offering it once again in 2018.

2018 marks our

11th NAERIC BARRELS OF CASH PROSPECT SALE
6th futurity run
5th stake race
3rd open jackpot.

Also in 2017 a new incentive was added Ropin For $$$—Any foals that are sold through the NAERIC Barrels of Cash sale are eligible to be paid into a side pot that will be held in conjunction with the Manitoba Rope Horse Futurity. The buyer or the seller can pay an additional $100.00 above the sale price of the foal to make the foal eligible for the Roping for $$$ side pot. They must be nominated and paid in on sale day at time of purchase. In 2017 18 foals paid into the side pot for a purse of $1800.00. These foals can come back in their 4 year old year to compete for this money at the Manitoba Rope Horse Futurity. This incentive is once again in effect for the 2018 sale.

We would like to thank everyone who has supported our event in the past and those who continue to do so in the future.

Thank You
LOT 1 - Filly
PENDING

DATE OF BIRTH: April 21, 2018  COLOR: GREY  REG NO: PENDING

CONSIGNOR: DAC FARMS (DUNCAN CAMPBELL & CATHY GERRAND)

ROMANCING TIME  STEP BACKIN TIME  MS ROMANETTE

RCW CLASSICAL ROMEO

QUINTESENTIAL BUG  COPPER BUGS  ENCHANTING BARB

BIDS OF TOFFEE

SILVER MAZE  BIDS OF TAFFY

BIDS OF LAZER

MY SUNDAY MOON  LATE MOON  MY SAD BIRD

RCW CLASSICAL ROMEO HAS BUGS ALIVE IN 75 RIGHT ON HIS PAPERS AND SIREAIN THE 2016 NAERIC BARRELS OF CASH FUTURITY WINNER WITH SHAUNA PETERS ABOARD HER GREAT HORSE BUGSY. BIDS OF LAZER WAS CATHY'S GREAT BARREL MARE WINNING THE SBRA FINALS, CCA AND MRCA RODEOS AND QUALIFIED FOR THE MRCA FINALS. HER DAM MY SUNDAY MOON (LAZER) WAS A 2X MRCA CHAMPION, 2X CCA CHAMPION. TAKE A LOOK AT THIS CLASSY FILLY. CHECK OUT OUR DAC FARMS FACEBOOK PAGE.

LOT 2 - Filly
DCF CASH N BULLETS

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 30, 2018  COLOR: BAY  REG NO: PENDING

CONSIGNOR: DCF PERFORMANCE HORSES (DOYLE & CARISSA FENTY & FAMILY)

DASH THRU TRAFFIC  FIRST DOWN CASH  LADY METER READER

BULLET THRU TRAFFIC

SILVER BULLET DAY  CALYX (S/117)  BEAUTIFUL BEDUINO

DAT BLUE MOON

ZUMO DAT CASH  SAVANNAH BLUE MOON

LS SHES EXTREME

LS INDIANNA CASH  GIVEMALICKEN  JACKS SCOOTIN CASH

PRETTY BAY FILLY FANCY PEDIGREE WITH PROVEN WINNERS. LS SHES EXTREME IS A PROVEN 1D BARREL HORSE, SHE SUFFERED AN INJURY IN COMPETITION AND ENDED UP IN THE BROODMARE BAND. HER SIRE DAT BLUE MOON "VADOR" PRODUCE 3 FOAL CROPS THEN WAS GELDED. GAYLENNE BUFF PURCHASED HIM AND WENT ON TO WIN OVER $100,000.00 IN THE BARREL, BECAME THE CFR CHAMPION AND MULTIPLE TIME CALGARY STAMPEDE QUALIFIER. BULLET THRU TRAFFIC 16'2 HAND BAY STALLION SIRE BY DASH THRU TRAFFIC SI 95 ($1,056,943) DASH THRU TRAFFIC IS SIRE OF 11 CROPS OF RACING AGE, 402 STARTERS, 290 ROM, 25 STAKES WINNERS, 2 CHAMPIONS, 250 WINNERS OF 655 RACES WITH EARNINGS OF $7,060,621.
LOT 3 - COLT
EYESA WILYWOOD DRIFT

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 19, 2018
COLOR: SORREL
REG NO: 5875712
CONSIGNOR: BRIDGEMAN LAND & LIVESTOCK LTD. (KIRK & GAIL BRIDGEMAN)

MR. EYE OPENER - DASH FOR CASH
BRAS EYE FULL - BEDAWEE

BRAS FIRST LADY - FIRST DOWN KELLY
MRH FANCY MONEY - BRAYS REAL LADY

MONEYS WILYWOOD BELL - ON THE MONEY RED
WILYWOOD SANDY - REGAL FANCY FAVORITE

WILYWOOD - CODY BELLE MISTY

BIG STRONG COLT WITH LOTS OF EYE APPEAL. MR. EYE OPENER SI 106. ON THE MONEY RED SI 103. WILYWOOD IS THE SIRE OF NUMEROUS ROPING AND ARENA HORSES. NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED. CBHI ELIGIBLE AND WESTERN FORTUNES ELIGIBLE

LOT 4 - COLT
OF A TRU FROST

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 22, 2018
COLOR: PALOMINO
REG NO: 5875649
CONSIGNOR: DS PERFORMANCE HORSES LTD. (DEAN & DEBBIE FENTY & FAMILY)

SUN FROST - DOC'S JACK FROST
PC SIR AZURE FROST - PRISSY CLINE

BUNNY BET - NEW DECADE
GENUINE TUF CHEX - DOUBLES FIRST

TUF COUNTRY CHEX - TUF N BUSY
GENUINE TUF CHEX - COUNTRY CHEX

MY GENUINE COPY - GENUINE DOC
GENUINE CHEX - COPY'S HOT SHOT

PALOMINO COLT THAT IS PUT UP RIGHT. PC SIR AZURE FROST HAS PRODUCED MONEY EARNER BARREL HORSES ACROSS 5 PROVINCES, AS WELL AS MONEY EARNERS IN THE RODEO ARENA IN ROPING AND STEER WRESTLING. NEW DECADE SI ‘93

TUF COUNTRY CHEX SIRE OF NUMEROUS CHAMPION TEAM ROPING HORSES. TUF N BUSY AQHA SUPERIOR IN REINING, HEADING AND HEELING. GENUINE DOC ALL TIME LEADING SIRE AND AN EQUI-STAT ALL TIME LEADING CUTTING SIRE. AQHA WORLD SHOW SUPERIOR SIRE, NRHA WORLD CH SIRE, PEDIGREE IS PROVEN HE’S GOT THE TOOLS TO TAKE YOU TO THE PAY WINDOW. CBHI ELIGIBLE, WESTERN FORTUNES ELIGIBLE, NAERIC ADVANTAGE AS WELL AS PAY HIM INTO THE ROPIN FOR CASH SIDE POT WITH THE MANITOBA ROPE HORSE FUTURITY
LOT 5 - FILLY
CHASIN MY DREAM

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 15, 2018  COLOR: PALOMINO  REG NO: 5877772
CONSIGNOR: K & J BRIDGEMAN FARMS (KEVIN & JULIE)

FIRE IT UP
CHASIN FIREWATER  FIRE WATER FLIT
HAS THE TOUCH

MS FUEL CHICK  OKLAHOMA FUEL
FUEL MY BABY

DREAMS OF JESS
CER JESS BE NIMBLE  MR JESS PERRY
PAINTED BUG

BLAZEN DREAMS  BLAZEN BRYAN
BEAUTIFUL DREAMS

THIS FILLY IS ELIGIBLE TO BE PAID INTO THE MANITOBA ROPE HORSE
SIDE POT FOR FOALS THAT SELL THROUGH THIS SALE AND SHE IS
ELIGIBLE FOR WESTERN FORTUNE $’S. WE ARE PLEASED TO OFFER
OUR FIRST FOALS BY FIRE IT UP IN THIS PROGRAM. THEY ARE
EXCITING AND WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING WHAT THE FUTURE
HOLDS FOR THEM. THIS FILLY IS BRED TO BE A CONTENDER IN THIS
PROGRAM. HER BREEDING NEEDS NO INTRODUCTION. CHECK HER
OUT.

LOT 6 - FILLY
DHS PEPPIGS GAL

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 20, 2018  COLOR: CHESTNUT  REG NO: PENDING
CONSIGNOR: DOLLAR HORSE SERVICES (SHANE & ROBYN BROWN & FAMILY)

LITTLE SHINING SUN  SAYOS SHINING SUN
SMART LIL FRENCHIE

I SAYO PEPPIGS GUNS
FCB PLAYGUN MISS  OUR PLAYGUN
BR ONLY JOKIN

SHEZA TAZAROO  GALLO DEL CIELO
A SMART LITTLE GIRL

LITTLE LENARRO
SHEZA OKIE SAN  OKIE SAN LEE
SHEZA ROUGH ROCK

CHESTNUT FILLY WITH A BLAZE FACE AND 2 WHITE
SOCKS. LOOKS VERY ATHLETIC WITH NICE
CONFIRMATION. SHOULD HAVE THE TALENT AND
PEDIGREE TO GO ANY DIRECTION YOU WANT.
LOT 7 - COLT
EYEM FULL OF MONEY

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 26, 2018  COLOR: BAY  REG NO: 5875794
CONSIGNOR: BRIDGEMAN LAND & LIVESTOCK LTD.  ((KIRK & GAIL BRIDGEMAN))

MR EYE OPENER  DASH FOR CASH
BRAYS EYE FULL

BRAYS FIRST LADY  FIRST DOWN KELLY
BRAYS REAL LADY

MRH FANCY MONEY  ON THE MONEY RED
REGAL FANCY FAVORITE

FANCY MONEY GIRL
MITOS BAY GIRL  MIOTS PERFECTION
CIN GIN BAY MEADOW

ATHLETIC COLT WITH SOME SPEED. MR EYE OPENER SI 106 IS ONE
OF THE ALL TIME LEADING SIRES OF MONEY EARNERS WITH OVER 25
MILLION IN EARNINGS. ON THE MONEY RED SI103 WAS A LEADING
SIRE OF BARREL HORSES. NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED. CBHI
AND WESTERN FORTUNES ELIGIBLE.

LOT 8 - COLT
DF KEEPN THE FROST

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 11, 2018  COLOR: PALOMINO  REG NO: 5662857
CONSIGNOR: D5 PERFORMANCE HORSES LTD.  (DEAN & DEBBIE FENY)

SUN FROST  DOC'S JACK FROST
PRISSY CLINE

PC SIR AZURE FROST

BUNNY BET  NEW DECADE
DOUBLES FIRST

DOCS EDITOR  GENUINE DOC
LEGACYS TINA

DF GENUINE KEEPSAKE

DF PEPPYS HONEY  BADGES GOLDEN NUGGET
MJ HONEYS GLORY

DARK PALOMINO COLT WITH THE BLOODLINES TO BE A
WINNER. PC SIR AZURE FROST HAS MONEY EARNING BARREL
HORSES ACROSS CANADA AS WELL AS $$$ EARNERS IN
STEER WRESTLING AND ROPING. BOTTOM SIDE OF PEDIGREE
PERFORMANCE BLOODLINES AT THEIR FINEST, CBHI ELIGIBLE,
WESTERN FORTUNES ELIGIBLE. NAERIC ADVANTAGE
ENROLLED
LOT 9 - COLT
WHISPER IF YOU DARE

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 21, 2018  COLOR: SORREL  REG NO: X0732924
CONSIGNOR: K & J BRIDGEMAN FARMS (KEVIN & JULIE BRIDGEMAN)

CHASIN FIREWATER  FIRE WATER FLIT  HAS THE TOUCH

FIREN IT UP

MS FUEL CHICK  OKLAHOMA FUEL  FUEL MY BABY

DARKELLY  FIRST DOWN KELLY  SHAWNE KATE

AZURE ICE TE

BCR REALY AZURE  FOR REALLY  LAST WIN


LOT 10 - COLT
DHS FLASHY ALABAMA

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 14, 2018  COLOR: DUN  REG NO: PENDING
CONSIGNOR: DOLLAR HORSE SERVICES (SHANE & RDBYN BROWN & FAMILY)

ALABAMA OKIE  SMART LIL RICOCHET OKIE K CUTIE

ALABAMA AMIGO  HIGH HICKORY DOTS  HIGH STYLE HICKORY DOTS REMITANCE LADY

BOGGIES FLASHY DELL  BOGGIES FLASHY JAC  RANDY LADY SPARKLE

FLASHY MISS DOC

RH APACHE CRYSTAL  APACHE BLUE BOY  RR SONOITA MELISSA

THIS IS A PROMISING LOOKING DUN STUD COLT. HAS A LITTLE CHROME AND LOTS OF SHAPE. SHOULD MATURE OVER 15 HANDS. LOOKS LIKE HE WILL BE VERY VERSATILE.
LOT 11 - COLT
DOCS SCOTTO DEE

DATE OF BIRTH: JUNE 23, 2018  COLOR: BUCKSKIN  REG NO: 5876740
CONSIGNOR: LITTLE VALLEY QUARTER HORSES LTD.  (GREG & FAYE LITTLE)

IMA TUF LENA  TUF N BUSY
SMART BO LENA

WEAVERS TUF LEO
WEAVERS LADY LEO  DOC IMA LEO
LADY BECKWITH DEE

SCOTTO SPIDER  SCOTTO DEE BAR
FRISKY SPIDER

WHIZWAS A COWGIRL

DOCS WHIZ QUEEN  DOC CONTINENTAL
WHIZ QUEEN 96

PRETTY HEADED ATHLETIC BUCKSKIN COLT. HIS PEDIGREE SAYS HE IS GOING TO HAVE SOME COW SENSE. TUF N BUSY HAS 3 SUPERIORS IN REINING, HEADING AND HEALING. HE HAS MANY PERFORMERS AND IS A WORLD CHAMPION SIRE. SCOTTO DEE BAR HAD HIS SUPERIOR IN REINING AND 60 PERFORMANCE POINTS. THIS COLT’S SIRE HAS BEEN NOMINATED INTO THE BREEDERS INCENTIVE SIDE POT AND CAN ALSO BE NOMINATED INTO THE ROPIN FOR CASH SIDE POT AFTER THE SALE.

LOT 12 - COLT
PENDING

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 5, 2018  COLOR: RED DUN  REG NO: PENDING
CONSIGNOR: DAC FARMS (DUNCAN CAMPBELL AND CATHY GERRAND)

ROMANCING TIME  STEP BACKIN TIME
MS ROMANETTE

RCW CLASSICAL ROMEO
QUINTESENTIAL BUG  COPPER BUGS
ENCHANTING BARB

DOLLS DOUBLE JACS

DAC'S JAC IMAGE

PEPPYS BLUE PRIDE  PEPPYS ROAN CHAMP
PEPPYS MISS PRIDE

GOOD LOOKING COLT. RCW CLASSICAL ROMEO SIRED THE 2016 NAERIC BARRELS OF CASH FUTURITY WINNER WITH SHAUNA PETERS ABOARD HER GREAT HORSE BUGSY. GOES BACK TO BUGSY ALIVE IN 75 ON THE SIRE SIDE Crossed with GREAT REINING AND WORKING COW HORSE LINES ON THE DAMS SIDE. CHECK OUT OUR DAC FARMS FACEBOOK PAGE.
LOT 13 - FILLY
DCF FIRE N BULLETS

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 3, 2018
COLOR: GRAY
REG NO: PENDING
CONSIGNOR: DCF PERFORMANCE HORSES (DOYLE & CARISSA FENTY & FAMILY)

DASH THRU TRAFFIC
FIRST DOWN DASH
LADY METER READER

BULLET THRU TRAFFIC

SILVER BULLET LADY
CALYX
BEAUTIFUL BEDUINO

EYE FLY TILL DAWN
GENUINE STRAWFLY
CELTIC DAWN

CHARLENES FASHION
CORONA FIRE X FIRE
WATER FLIT
LADY BOON FROST

LADY SUN FIRE

WE KEPT THIS FILLY'S SISTER LAST YEAR AND DECIDED TO OFFER
THIS ONE THIS YEAR. LOADED PEDIGREE WITH SUCH GREATS JUST
OFF THE PAPERS-STRAWBERRY SPECIAL SI 97 – HIGH FASHION DASH
SI 83—MR EYE OPENER SI 106—MISS SIX MOONS SI 105—FIRE
WATER FLIT—CHARLENE BOON—SUN FROST—KATIE BOON DASH
THRU TRAFFIC, SI 95, DASH THRU TRAFFICS DAM—LADY METER
READER WAS DAM OF 11 FOALS, 11 TO RACE, 8 WINNERS, 9 ROM,
INCLUDING WORLD CH DASH THRU TRAFFIC SI 95 WORLD CH METER
ME GONE SI 112 AND SUPERIOR RACE HORSE READY TELLER. DASH
THRU TRAFFIC SIRED 11 CROPS WITH 402 STARTERS 290 ROM 25
STAKES WINNERS—CALYX WORLD CHAMPION SUPERIOR

LOT 14 - COLT
MONEYS LAST MEMORY

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 11, 2018
COLOR: CHESTNUT
REG NO: 5875710
CONSIGNOR: BRIDGEMAN LAND & LIVESTOCK LTD. (KIRK & GAIL BRIDGEMAN)

ON THE MONEY RED
BENNIE'S BIG RED
DOLLY PRIEST

MRH FANCY MONEY

REGAL FANCY FAVORITE
REGAL RACER JET
MISTY SCOOTER MAX

OLE HEART THROB
THE OLE MAN
LOVE HISTORY

BB OLE BUTTERFLY

RH APACHE BUTTERFLY
APACHE BLUE BOY
RR SONOITA MOLLY

THIS IS ONE OF THE LAST COLTS Sired BY MRH FANCY MONEY (BOOMER) BOOMERS COLTS ARE ATHLETIC AND INTELLIGENT. THEY WANT TO TURN. THROW IN SOME APACHE BLUE BOY BLOOD AND YOU WILL HAVE A ROPE HORSE PROSPECT TOO. NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED. CBHI AND WESTERN FORTUNES ELIGIBLE.
LOT 15 - COLT
DF A SECRET DASH

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 23, 2018 COLOR: PALOMINO REG NO: 5874811
CONSIGNOR: D5 PERFORMANCE HORSES LTD. (DEAN & DEBBIE FENTY & FAMILY)

NO SECRETS HERE FIRST DOWN DASH
KK SECRET MAGIC DICEY SECRET
MAGIC PERRY MR JESS PERRY
TCR DASHINTOTHMOON THE MAGIC MOSQUITO

DASHIN IS EASY
CASHINTHMOON

TCR DASHIN DRIFT
TCR DRIFTING FROST

PC SIR AZURE FROST
PC DRIFTING POLLY

BIG STRIDED PALOMINO COLT, THIS COLT CAN COVER THE GROUND AT THE SAME TIME BEING GREAT MINDED AND ATHLETIC. LOTS OF ABILITY. KK SECRET MAGIC SI 98 $$$ EARNED ON THE TRACK. NO SECRETS HERE SI 104 ALL AMERICAN FUTURITY WINNER. MR JESS PERRY SI 113 BOTTOM OF THE PEDIGREE DASHIN IS EASY SI 103 AND SUN FROST. ELIGIBLE FOR WESTERN FORTUNES, CBHI AND NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED.

LOT 16 - FILLY
JUST ENOUGH FIRE

DATE OF BIRTH: JUNE 13, 2018 COLOR: BROWN REG NO: 5877774
CONSIGNOR: K & J BRIDGEMAN FARMS (KEVIN & JULIE BRIDGEMAN)

CHASIN FIREFRAYER FIRE WATER FLIT
FIRE IT UP HAS THE TOUCH

MS FUEL CHICK OKLAHOMA FUEL
FUEL MY BABAY

JU N BADGE PEPPY BADGE OLENA
OKS DAKOTA BADGE PAMELA JUJOS JOY
WAKOPA SUPER GOOD DAKOTA DOC MOSE
WAKOPA SUPER THREE

THIS FILLY IS ELIGIBLE TO BE PAID INTO THE MANITOBA ROPE HORSE SIDE POT FOR FOALS THAT SELL THROUGH THIS SALE AND SHE IS ELIGIBLE FOR WESTERN FORTUNE $’S. CHECK OUT THIS FILLY. SHE HAS DEPTH, EYE APPEAL AND SHE IS BRED TO RUN AND WORK. SHE IS GOING TO BE COOL TO WATCH IN THE FUTURE.
LOT 17 - FILLY
DCF COVERPAGE BULLET

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 11, 2018  COLOR: SORREL  REG NO: PENDING
CONSIGNOR: DCF PERFORMANCE HORSES (DOYLE & CARISSA FENTY & FAMILY)

DASH THRU TRAFFIC  FIRST DOWN DASH  LADY METER READER
BULLET THRU TRAFFIC

SILVER BULLET DAY  CALYX  BEAUTIFUL BEDUINO

SJ FIDDLE EYED JACK  COLONEL EYED  FIDDLE LEE JACK
MS TWOEYED KITTY  KITO KITTY  CRACKER JACK JACK  KITO SOLAN

TAKE A LOOK HERE FANCY FILLY WITH RACE PEDIGREE ON TOP WORLD CHAMPIONS AND SUPERIOR RACE. DAMS SIDE FULL OF PROVEN RANCH AND ROPE HORSES. CRACKER JACK JACK PROVING HIMSELF REPEATEDLY GOING TO THE WORLD SHOW IN HEADING AND HEELING THEN GOING ON AND WINNER PTS IN HALTER AS WELL. THIS FILLY HAS THE PRESENCE THAT SHE'S SOMEBODY AND THE ABILITY TO BE SOMEBODY. ELIGIBLE TO BE PAID INTO THE ROPIN FOR CASH SIDE POT

LOT 18 - FILLY
EYE AM FANCY

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 6, 2018  COLOR: BUCKSKIN  REG NO: 5875319
CONSIGNOR: BRIDGEMAN LAND & LIVESTOCK (KIRK & GAIL BRIDGEMAN)

MR EYE OPENER  DASH FOR CASH  BEDAWEE
BRAYS EYE FULL  FIRST DOWN KELLY  BRAYS REAL LADY
BRAYS FIRST LADY

LEO DRIFT ASH  CIDERWOOD  ASH LEO DRIFT
LEOS FANCY MAN
MONEYS SUPER GIRL  MRH FANCY MONEY  SUPER WADELLA

PRETTY WELL BALANCED FILLY THAT WILL RUN. MR. EYE OPENER IS ONE OF THE ALL TIME LEADING Sires OF MONEY EARNERS. THIS FILLIES DAM IS OUT OF A FULL SISTER TO MONEYS SUPERMAN, A RODEO MONEY EARNER. NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED. CBHI AND WESTERN FORTUNES ELIGIBLE.
LOT 19 - FILLY
DF A NATURAL

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 22, 2018  COLOR: BAY  REG NO: 5872901
CONSIGNOR: D6 PERFORMANCE HORSES LTD. (DEAN & DEBBIE FENTY & FAMILY)

SUN FROST  DOC'S JACK FROST
PC SIR AZURE FROST  PRISsy CLINe
BUNNY BET  NEW DECADE
HIGH STYLE HICKORY  DOCS HISTORY
NATURALLY DOC  STYLynX
NATURALLY DARK  A NATURAL

PRETTY BAY FILLY WITH THE ABILITY TO GET THE JOB DONE. STRONG PERFORMANCE PEDIGREE WITH JUST A NICE AMOUNT OF SPEED. SHE SHOULD BE QUICK AND TURNY. CAN BE PAID INTO THE MANITOBA ROPE HORSE FUTURITY SIDE POT AS WELL AS SHE IS ELIGIBLE FOR WESTERN FORTUNES, CBHI AND NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED.

LOT 20 - COLT
CHASIN THE DEAL

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 26, 2018  COLOR: PALOMINO  REG NO: X0732925
CONSIGNOR: K & J BRIDGEMAN FARMS (KEVIN & JULIE BRIDGEMAN)

CHASIN FIREWATER  FIRE WATER FLIT
FIRE IT UP  HAS THE TOUCH
MS FUEL CHICK  OKLAHOMA FUEL
DASHING VAL  FUEL MY BABY
TROI GAL  DASH FOR CASH
TRIO VAL  AUDRA DO

THIS IS A NICE COLT FOR THIS PROGRAM. FIRE IT UP IS BY CHASIN FIREWATER- TWO TIME EQUI STAT LEADING SIRE OF BARREL HORSES. HIS DAM IS BY OKLAHOMA FUEL WHO HAD A SPEED INDEX OF 108. HE IS ALSO A NOTED SIRE OF WINNERS ON THE TRACK AND IN THE RODEO ARENA. TRIO VAL IS BY DASHING VAL...HE HAD A SPEED INDEX OF 110 AND IS A PROMINENT SIRE OF RACE HORSES AND BARREL HORSES. THIS COLT CAN BE PAID INTO THE MANITOBA ROPE HORSE SIDE POT AND HE IS ELIGIBLE FOR WESTERN FORTUNE $5.
LOT 21 - COLT  
DHS TOUGH DOLLAR

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 15, 2018  COLOR: SORREL  REG NO: PENDING
CONSIGNOR: DOLLAR HORSE SERVICES (SHANE & ROBYN BROWN & FAMILY)

FRENCHMANS GUY  SUNFROST  
GUYS GOTTA B TOUGH  FRENCHMANS LADY
NO SHARK FOR DEB  ROYAL SHAKE EM
MISS SHAWNEE DEB

MDP ILLUMINATORS BOY  MR ILLUMINATOR
MS LIL SHOWGIRL  ROSES BY BLUE BOY
SMART LIL SHOWGIRL  SMART CC OLENA
SAN PEPPY SHOW GIRL

THIS IS A CUTE LITTLE SORREL STUD COLT WITH A STAR AND A SNIP. HIS MOTHER AND FATHER ARE BOTH PROVEN PERFORMERS. THIS COLT SHOWS LOTS OF PROMISE TO BE A PERFORMER IN THE BARREL AND ROPE HORSE PEN.

LOT 22 - FILLY  
PENDING

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 19, 2018  COLOR: GRAY  REG NO: PENDING
CONSIGNOR: DAC FARMS (DUNCAN CAMPBELL AND CATHY GERRAND)

ROMANCING TIME  STEP BACKN TIME
RCW CLASSICAL ROMEO  MS ROMANETE
QUINTESSENTIAL BUG  COPPER BUGS
ENCHNATING BARB

DOLLS DOUBLE JAC  DOLLS UNION JACK
DOLLS FANNY JAC

LAZER LEE COYOTE  SILVER MAZE
MY SUNDAY MOON

THIS FILLY IS A FULL SIBLING TO THE HIGH SELLER AT LAST YEARS NAERIC BARELS OF CASH SALE. RCW CLASSICAL ROMEO SIRED THE 2016 NAERIC BARELS OF CASH FURTURITY WINNER WITH SHAUNA PETERS ABOARD HER GREAT HORSE BUGSY. GOES BACK TO BUGS ALIVE IN 75 ON THE SIRE SIDE CROSSED WITH GREAT REINING AND WORKING COW HORSE LINES ON THE DAMS SIDE. THE DAM IS A FULL SISTER TO MATT CAMPBELLS GREAT HEELING HORSE BABY. ALSO GOES BACK TO MY SUNDAY MOON AKA LAZER 2X MRCA CHAMPION, 2X CANADIAN COWBOYS RUNNER-UP AND DOLLS OF LAZER AKA WILLIE SBRA CHAMPION CCA MONEY EARNER AND MRCA QUALIFIER. GRANDAM IS THE MOTHER OF SHERRIE ROOSS 2 GREAT GREY GELDINGS ONE OF WHICH JUST FINISHED 8TH IN THE POLE BENDING AT THE CANADIAN high SCHOOL RODEO FINALS IN B.C. CHECK OUT OUR DACFARMS FACEBOOK PAGE.
LOT 23 - FILLY
DCF KNOCKOUT BULLET

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 13, 2018  COLOR: BAY ROAN  REG NO: PENDING
CONSIGNOR: DCF PERFORMANCE HORSES (DOYLE & CARISSA FENTY & FAMILY)

DASH THRU TRAFFIC  FIRST DOWN DASH
BULLET THRU TRAFFIC  LADY METER READER
SILVER BULLET  CALYX
LOOKINATALADY  BEAUTIFUL BEDUINO
CAUGHT ME LOOKIN  SMART LIL BAGGINS
SKY BLUE LADY  ROACKSANS ROLLS
JACKIE SLY  BLUEDUDES SUNDAY

PRETTY FILLY JUST LIKE HER MOMMA LOOKINATALADY IS THE PRETTIEST MARE ON THE PLACE. Sired by CAUGHT ME LOOKIN with cutting earnings in excess of $150,000.00 and offspring earnings of nearly half a million. Not to mention the numerous ranch and arena horses he produced. Bottom side two eyed, Jack and Blue boy Quincy. Great combination of run and cow pay her into ropin for cash side pot at the Manitoba Rope Horse Futurity. NAERIC ADVANTAGE

LOT 24 - COLT
EYEZA GOLDMINE

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 10, 2018  COLOR: BROWN  REG NO: 5875570
CONSIGNOR: BRIDGEMAN LAND & LIVESTOCK LTD. (KIRK & GAIL BRIDGEMAN)

MY EYE OPENER  DASH FOR CASH
BRAYS EYE FULL  BEDIAWEE
BRAYS FIRST LADY  FIRST DOWN KELLY
NINETY NINE GOLDMINE  BRAYS REAL LADY
EASY GOLDMINE  STRAWFLY SPECIAL
WILL OF MOTION  BIRDS MERRY
MOTION PICTURE KANAWILL

NICE MOVING COLT WITH A PEDIGREE TO RUN. BRAYS EYE FULL HAS SIRED 10 BARREL HORSES. THIS COLT'S DAM IS A DAUGHTER OF THE GREAT SIRE NINETY NINE GOLDMINE. NINETY NINES OFFSPRING HAVE PROVEN THEMSELVES IN THE BARREL PEN AND RODEO ARENA. NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED CBHI AND WESTERN FORTUNES ELIGIBLE.
LOT 25 - FILLY  
**DF LA SECRET MAGIC**

**DATE OF BIRTH:** APRIL 14, 2018  
**COLOR:** PALOMINO  
**REG NO:** 5872629  
**CONSIGNOR:** D5 PERFORMANCE HORSES LTD. (DEAN & DEBBIE FENTY & FAMILY))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO SECRETS HERE</th>
<th>FIRST DOWN DASH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KK SECRET MAGIC</td>
<td>DICEY SECRET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGIC PERRY</td>
<td>MR JESS PERRY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>THE MAGIC MOSQUITO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC DOUBLE FROST</td>
<td>SUN FROST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROSTY MISS LEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF AN EARLY FROST</td>
<td>WAGNERS JOKER BAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF JANGLES N SKIP</td>
<td>SKIP N JANGLES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ONE OF OUR FAVORITES HERE, THIS COMBINATION NEVER LETS US DOWN. KK SECRET MAGIC'S OFFSPRING ARE JUST OLD ENOUGH THAT THEY ARE STARTING TO RIDE AND HAVE A TON OF POTENTIAL, CROSSED UP WITH THE SUN FROST LINE YOU'VE GOT A GOOD ONE. CBH ELIGIBLE NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED, ELIGIBLE FOR THE ROPN FOR CASH SIDE POT AT THE MANITOBA ROPE HORSE FUTURITY.

LOT 26 - COLT  
**ZOOMIN TO ALABAMA**

**DATE OF BIRTH:** MAY 10, 2018  
**COLOR:** CHESTNUT  
**REG NO:** 5877758  
**CONSIGNOR:** K & J BRIDGEMAN FARMS (KEVIN & JULIE BRIDGEMAN)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHAZOOM</th>
<th>TAKIN OF THE CASH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SECRET ZOOM</td>
<td>KEEP ON SHINING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEXICAN SECRET</td>
<td>JODI O TOOLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALABAMA OKIE</td>
<td>RUNAWAY SECRET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALABAMA WINE</td>
<td>SMART LIL RICICHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HICKORY STYLE LADY</td>
<td>OKIE K CUTIE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HIGH STYLE HICKORY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DOTS REMITTANCE LADY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ELIGIBLE FOR CBH AND WESTERN FORTUNE $'S. HE IS ALSO ELIGIBLE TO BE PAID INTO THE MANITOBA ROPE HORSE SIDE POT FOR FOALS THAT SELL THROUGH THIS SALE. RUN SOME BARRELS, ROPE SOME STEERS OR CALVES. THIS COLT CAN GO BOTH WAYS VERY EASILY. SECRET ZOOM HAS HIS ROM IN RACING AND IS A MONEY EARNING HEAD HORSE. ALABAMA WINE IS AN OWN DAUGHTER OF ALABAMA OKIE WHOSE OFFSPRING HAVE DONE VERY WELL IN A VARIETY OF ARENA EVENTS. VERY PRETTY MARE THAT MAKES NICE BABIES THAT WILL MAKE GREAT PERFORMANCE HORSES.
LOT 27 - FILLY
PENDING

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 19, 2018  COLOR: BUCKSKIN  REG NO: PENDING
CONSIGNOR: LITTLE VALLEY QUARTER HORSES LTD (GREG & FAYE LITTLE)

IMA TUF LENA  TUFF N BUSY
SMART BO LENA

WEAVERS TUF LEO

WEAVERS LADY LEO  DOC IMA LEO
LADY BECKWITH DEE

MJ BRIGHT EYED BO  MR BO STEPS
MJ PRETTY GAL

TREY BAR FOXY TWIST

BAR EYED MISS  ALCARS SPEEDY GAL
JAYS LOVELY JACKIE

A WELL BUILT FILLY THAT SHOULD HAVE LOTS OF ATHLETICISM AND
COW. SHE IS OFF OF A 15,1 HAND SOGGY GRAY MARE. TUFF N BUSY
HAS 3 SUPERIORS IN REINING, HEADING AND HEELING. THIS FILLY
CAN GO BOTH WAYS BARREL RACE HER AND ROPE OFF OF HER. HER
SIRE IS PAID UP INTO THE BREEDERS INCENTIVE SIDE POT. YOU CAN
ALSO PAY HER INTO THE ROPIN FOR CASH SIDE POT AFTER THE SALE.

LOT 28 - FILLY
PENDING

DATE OF BIRTH: April 16, 2018  COLOR: SORREL  REG NO: PENDING
CONSIGNOR: DAC FARMS (DUNCAN CAMPBELL & CATHY GERRAND)

CRIMEWAVE  FIRST DOWN DASH
ANTHERIA

STREAKIN CRIME

HEAVENLY DASHER  DASHING LA JOLLA
GLITTER GALORE

APACHE GOLD RUSH  AGILE BLACKBURN
APACHES LIGHT PEPPER

SQ GOLDEN PRINCESS

SQ MISS SNITTY  SNIFTERS BOY
KANSAS CAT MISS

CRIMEWAVE HAS SIRED FUTURITY, DERBY RODEO CHAMPIONS AND
NFR QUALIFIER. THE DAM SIDE GOES Back TO THE GREAT KANSAS
CAT BLOODLINES, VERY SUCCESSFUL HORSES IN THE BARREL PEN.
RACHELLE AND TERRY BOYES BOUGHT THE FULL BROTHER TO THIS
FOAL , FOUND HIM EXTREMELY TRAINABLE AND VERY COWY, CHECK
OUT OUR DACFARMS FACEBOOK PAGE.
LOT 29 - COLT  
DCF BULLETS LTZ  

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 02, 2016    COLOR: PALOMINO    REG NO: APHA PENDING  
CONSIGNOR: DCF PERFORMANCE HORSES (DOYLE & CARISSA FENTY & FAMILY)  

BULLET THRU TRAFFIC  
FIRST DOWN DASH  
LADY METER READER  

SILVER BULLET DAY  
CALIX  
BEAUTIFUL BEDUINO  

A SURE THING (APHA)  
FALCON (ALPHA)  
LADY BUG BELLE (APHA)  

RP NONES Surer (APHA)  
NONES JUNO  
CROTON COBY KING  
BRANDY NONE  

SOLID SPEED PEDIGREE ON THE TOP SIDE. THIS COLTS DAM WAS RODE IN HER YOUNGER YEARS AND SHOWN IN 4H AND GYMKHANA’S IN ALBERTA. SHE’S A SOLID BUILT PALOMINO PAINT MARE WITH A SUPER DISPOSITION AND ALWAYS PRODUCES. THIS COLT HAS THE FOOT-BONE AND BODY TO DO THE JOB WITH ENOUGH RUN TO TAKE YOU TO THE PAY WINDOW. NOT TO MENTION ENOUGH CHROME TO GET YA NOTICED. BULLETS LTZ IS THE KIND OF HORSE THAT WILL ROPE AS A 4 YEAR OLD IN THE ROPE FUTURITY THEN BE TURNING THE BARRELS AS A 5 YEAR OLD.

LOT 30 - FILLY  
SWEET EYE FULL  

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 28, 2018    COLOR: SORREL    REG NO: 5875705  
CONSIGNOR: BRIDGEMAN LAND & LIVESTOCK LTD. (KIRK & GAIL BRIDGEMAN)  

BRAYS EYE FULL  
ME EYE OPENER  
DASH FOR CASH  
BEDAWEE  

BRAYS FIRST LADY  
FIRST DOWN KELLY  
BRAYS REAL LADY  

SWEET ON THE MONEY  
MRH FANCY MONEY  
ON TH EMOney RED  
REGAL FANCY FAVORITE  

MITOS SWEET CIN  
MITOS PERFECTION  
CIN GIN BAY MEADOW  

WELL BUILT FILLY WITH THE BLOODLINES TO PERFORM. WE ARE VERY EXCITED FOR THIS CROSS OF DYLAN ON BOOMER DAUGHTERS. WITH THE SPEED AND DISPOSITION IN THIS FILLY’S PEDIGREE SHE SHOULD BE A WINNER. NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED. CBHI AND WESTERN FORTUNES ELIGIBLE.
LOT 31 - FILLY
DF SECRETSNTHEFROST
DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 10, 2018
COLOR: BROWN
REG NO: 5872628
CONSIGNOR: D5 PERFORMANCE HORSES LTD, (DEAN & DEBBIE FENTY & FAMILY)

NO SECRETS HERE
FIRST DOWN DASH
DICEY SECRET

KK SECRET MAGIC
MR JESS PERRY
THE MAGIC MOSQUITO

MAGIC PERRY
SUNFROST
FROSTY MISS LEO

PC DOUBLE FROST

DF DBLE FROSTED SUN

SKIP N JANGLES
ROVIN BEAU JANGLES
NU SKIPS SCAMP

SHAPEY AND PRETTY FILLY WITH A PEDIREE OF
PERFORMERS...SPEED, SPEED AND MORE SPEED ON TOP.. BOTTOM OF
THIS PEDIREE IS PROVEN IN THE ARENA WITH BARREL RACERS AND
TEAM ROPERS. THIS FILLY WILL HAVE THE TURN AND THE BURN TO
GET THE JOB DONE. CBHI ELIGIBLE NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED

LOT 32- FILLY
FOREVER THE SECRET
DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 14, 2018
COLOR: SORREL
REG NO: 5877761
CONSIGNOR: K & J BRIDGEMAN FARMS (KEVIN & JULIE BRIDGEMAN)

SECRET ZOOM
TAKIN ON THE CASH
KEEP ON SHINING

MEXICAN SECRET
JODI O TOOLE
RUNAWAY SECRET

SONITAS REYSON
SONITA'S LAST
REINA REY RED

FOREVER SONITA
FOREVER TWISTIN

SOLANOS PEPPY SAN
TWO EYED TINKY TWO

ELIGIBLE FOR CBHI AND WESTERN FORTUNE $’S. SHE IS ALSO
ELIGIBLE TO BE PAID INTO THE MANITOBA ROPE HORSE SIDE POT FOR
FOALS THAT SELL THROUGH THIS SALE. NICE FILLY THAT WILL HAVE
SOME BUILD TO HER PLUS LOTS OF POTENTIAL TO GO ANY
DIRECTION YOU WANT. SECRET ZOOM HAS HIS ROM IN RACING AND
IS A MONEY EARNING HEAD HORSE. FOREVER SONITA IS ABOUT 15.1
AND WELL PUT TOGETHER WITH BODY AND BONE AND A BIG KIND
EYE. THERE ARE A NUMBER OF SONITA BRED HORSES BEING
CAMPAIGNED IN BARREL RACING AND ROPING EVENTS. THEY ARE
COMPETITORS
LOT 33 - COLT
ECHOS DUN IN ICE

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 11, 2018  COLOR: GREY  REG NO: PENDING
CONSIGNOR: DOLLAR HORSE SERVICES (SHANE & ROBYN BROWN & FAMILY)

LITTLE SHINING SUN  SAYOS SHINNING SUN  SMART LIL FRENCHIE
I SAYO PEPPY GUNS
FCB PLAYGUN MISS  OUR PLAYGUN  BR ONLY JOKIN
BLUEBOY QUINCY  JOE QUINCY  LITTLE BLUE LASS

KAIAPE PEP
POCO SOCKS BY TWO  TWO SOCKS LENA  POCO DOC CUE

THIS IS A BIG SHARP LOOKING GREY STUD COLT. SHOULD HAVE ALL THE TALENT AND EYE APPEAL THAT YOU COULD ASK FOR.

LOT 34 - FILLY
PENDING

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 27, 2018  COLOR: BAY  REG NO: 5807731
CONSIGNOR: DAC FARMS (DUNCAN CAMPBELL AND CATHY GERRARD)

JACS LITTLE LENA  DOLLS UNION JAC  LITTLE PENNY OLENE
DOUBLE JAC MOON
MY SUNDAY MOON  LATE MOON  MY SADLIRD

DACS RED DREAMER  MR RED ROCK LEO BAR  DANCER TEE JAY
DACs RED N ROCKIN
TRI J ROCKY OAK  OLD SAN LEE  SHEZA ROUGH ROCK

THIS PRETTY FILLY IS A COMBINATION OF JACQUELINE ROOKES AND DUNCAN AND CATHY'S BREEDING PROGRAMS. MR RED ROCK LEO BAR HIMSELF WON MRCA, CCA RODEOS AND HAS Sired MANY SUCCESSFUL BARREL HORSES. DAWN VANDERSTEIN HAS BEEN WINNING CONSISTENTLY WITH RED'S COLTS. THE SIRE DOUBLE JAC MOON IS A RODEO MONEY EARNER AND IS THE SON OF MY SUNDAY MOON (LAZER) 2X CCA RUNNER UP AND 2X MRCA CHAMPION. CHECK OUT OUR DACFARMS FACEBOOK PAGE.
LOT 35- COLT  
DCF CLOVERLEAF BULLET  

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 1, 2018  COLOR: PALOMINO  REG NO: PENDING  
CONSIGNOR: DCF PERFORMANCE HORSES (DOYLE & CARISSA FENTY & FAMILY)  

DASH THRU TRAFFIC  FIRST DOWN DASH  LADY METER READER  
BULLET THRU TRAFFIC  CALYX  BEAUTIFUL BEDUINO  
SUNIP STARWATCH JACK  SUNUP STARWATCH JACKS COY LADY  
DF GOLDY LOCKS  
GOLDEN NIMBLE BAR  CODY BE NIMBLE  ALCARS GOLDEN BAR  

DAM IS A HOME GROWN THATS SOGGY AND GOOD FOOTED MARE WITH A BABY DOLL HEAD. SUNUPS STARWATCH HAS HIS ROM IN TEAM ROPING AND CALF ROPING, ASSOCIATION EARNINGS AND PTS IN AMATEUR HEELING, OPEN HEELING, HEADING, CALF ROPING, REINING, VERSATILITY RANCH HORSE AND HALTER. CODY BEE NIMBLE WON MORE THAN $440,000.00 IN THE NRHA BEFORE RETIRING TO A BREEDING STALLION AND PRODUCED MULTIPLE NRHA PERFORMERS. COMBINATION OF COW PEDIGREE ON THE BOTTOM AND SPEED PEDIGREE ON TOP MAKE THIS COLT A GREAT PROSPECT FOR A ROPING AND BARREL CAREER.

LOT 36- COLT  
EYE AM A SAINT  

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 29, 2018  COLOR: BLACK  REG NO: 5875706  
CONSIGNOR: BRIDGEMAN LAND & LIVESTOCK LTD. (KIRK & GAIL BRIDGEMAN)  

MR EYE OPENER  DASH FOR CASH  BEDAWEE  
BRAYS EYE FULL  FIRST DOWN KELLY  BRAYS REAL LADY  
BRAYS FIRST LADY  
TH SAINT  DASH FRO CASH  COUNTRY MAMA  
BB BAR MAID  DUNCANS CANDY MAN  POCO COWGIRL  
BB DUNCANS COWGIRL  

FANCY BLACK WELL BUILT COLT. DASH FOR CASH TOP AND BOTTOM. MR EYE OPENER SI 106, BRAYS FIRST LADY SI 93. DASH FOR CASH SI 114, FIRST DOWN KELLY SI 101. THIS COLT WILL HAVE SOME SPEED. BB BAR MAID IS THE DAM OF DASHIN DOC DOLL WHO HAS TURNED INTO AN OUTSTANDING HEEL HORSE. NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED. CBHI AND WESTERN FORTUNES ELIGIBLE.
LOT 37- COLT
DF AZURE GOLD FROST

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 14, 2018  COLOR: BUCKSKIN  REG NO: 5875311
CONSIGNOR: D5 PERFORMANCE HORSES LTD. (DEAN & DEBBIE FENTY & FAMILY)

SUN FROST  DOC'S JACK FROST
PC SIR AZURE FROST  PRISSY CLINE
BUNNY BET  NEW DECADE
BADGES GOLDEN NUGGET  DOUBLES FIRST
DF GOLD N JANGLES  PEPPY BADGE OLENA
SKIP N JANGLES  FRECKLES NUGGET
ROVIN BEAU JANGLES
RELATIVELY DARK

WE LOVE THIS GUY, PC SIR AZURE FROST SIRE OF MONEY EARNERS ACROSS CANADA IN THE
RODEO ARENA AS WELL AS THE RACE TRACK. SUN FROST SIRE OF PRO BARREL RACING, STEER
WRESTLING, TEAM ROPING HORSES... THEN YOU ADD IN A BIT OF SPEED... ON THE BOTTOM DF
GOLD N JANGLES GREAT MINDED UNDER THE GUIDANCE OF BRUCE LOGAN WAS THE WINNER OF
THE H3 TRAINERS CHALLENGE, BADGES GOLDEN NUGGET SIRE OF AQHA WORLD SHOW
QUALIFIERS IN RANCH RIDING ... HIS OFFSPRING IS SUPER TRAINABLE... PEPPY BADGE OLENA
SIRE OF NCHA CHAMPIONS PT AND MONEY EARNERS. HE IS CBH ELIGIBLE, WESTERN
FORTUNES ELIGIBLE, NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED AND IS ELIGIBLE FOR THE ROPE FOR CASH
SIDE POT AT THE MTR FUTURITY.

LOT 38- COLT
MACROZOOM

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 23, 2018  COLOR: DARK BAY  REG NO: 5877757
CONSIGNOR: K & J BRIDGEMAN FARMS (KEVIN & JULIE BRIDGEMAN)

SECRET ZOOM  TAKIN ON THE CASH
MEXICAN SECRET  KEEP ON SHINING
JODI O TOOLE
RUNAWAY SECRET
PLAYIN IN LIGHTNIN  PLAYGUN
SOLONAS LIGHTNING  LENAS LIGHTNING
MISS PEPPY SAN JACK  TWO EYED TWISTER
SOLONAS SONITA

ELIGIBLE FOR CBHI AND WESTERN FORTUNE $S. HE IS ALSO
ELIGIBLE TO BE PAID INTO THE MANITOBA ROPE HORSE SIDE POT FOR
FOALS THAT SELL THROUGH THIS SALE. RUN SOME BARRELS, ROPE
SOME STEERS OR CALVES. THIS POWERFUL COLT CAN GO BOTH
WAYS VERY EASILY. SECRET ZOOM HAS HIS ROM IN RACING AND IS A
MONEY EARNING HEAD HORSE. SOLENAS LIGHTNING IS A
GRANDDAUGHTER OF PLAYGUN. SHE IS BRED AND MADE TO WORK.
LOT 39- COLT
MONEYS RUNNERELSE

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 3, 2018  COLOR: SORREL  REG NO: 5875311
CONSIGNOR: BRIDGEMAN LAND & LIVESTOCK LTD. (KIRK & GAIL BRIDGEMAN)

ON THE MONEY RED  BENNIES BIG RED
DOLLY PRIEST

MRH FANCY MONEY

REGAL FANCY FAVORITE  REGAL RACER JET
MISTY SCOOTER MAX

RUNNERELSE  MAGNOLIA BAR
BUCK’S ST PAT

AAMERICAN GCH SAVY

GCH SAVY  AAMERICAN SPEED
AVENG AGAIN

SMOOTH MOVING COLT THAT WILL COVER SOME GROUND. WELL BRED
COLT WITH ON THE MONEY RED AND MAGNOLIA BAR ON HIS PAPERS.
BOTH HAVE Sired NUMEROUS MONEY EARNING BARREL HORSES. NAERIC
ADVANTAGE ENROLLED. CBHI AND WESTERN FORTUNES ELIGIBLE.

LOT 40- FILLY
SECRET JESSIE

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 1, 2018  COLOR: DARK BAY  REG NO: 5877760
CONSIGNOR: K & J BRIDGEMAN FARMS (KEVIN & JULIE BRIDGEMAN)

SECRET ZOOM

TAKIN ON THE CASH
KEEP ON SHINING

MEXICAN SECRET  JODI O TOOLE
RUNAWAY SECRET

RED JESS FLYING  FLY JESS FLY
DRESSED IN STYLE

MISS RED JESSIE

FOREVER TWISTIN  SOLANOS PEPPY SAN
TWO EYED TINKY TWO

ELIGIBLE FOR CBHI AND WESTERN FORTUNE $’S. SHE IS ALSO
ELIGIBLE TO BE PAID INTO THE MANITOBA ROPE HORSE SIDE POT FOR
FOALS THAT SELL THROUGH THIS SALE. THIS FILLY HAS A LOT OF
RUN AND A LITTLE BIT OF COW BREEDING ON THE BOTTOM. THIS IS
A COOL FILLY. SECRET ZOOM HAS HIS ROM IN RACING AND IS A
MONEY EARNING HEAD HORSE. MISS RED JESSIE IS A 15.1 HAND
PRETTY, ATHLETIC MARE WITH LOTS OF PEDIGREE. THIS IS HER
FIRST FOAL WE HAVE OFFERED IN THIS PROGRAM. THIS FILLY HAS
LOTS OF POTENTIAL.
1st run Thursday Oct 25th 4 pm.
2nd run Friday afternoon
$9,000.00 purse.

NAERIC Barrel$ of Ca$h Stake Race
Thursday Oct 25th 4 p.m.
foals born between 2008-2012 eligible
$1,000.00 added money

Barrel$ of Ca$h
Open Jackpot

Friday October 26th 12 noon
Capped at 100 entries
$1,000.00 added

MBRA SANCTIONED
PREVIOUS FUTURITY RESULTS

2013
Winner of $3600.00
Horse: Oh for Petes Sake
Owner: Cassandra Peters
Breeder: K & R Stuart

2014
Winner of $3600.00
Horse: Money at Par
Owner: Kristy Gilchrist
Breeder: Bridgeman Land & Livestock

2015
Winner of $3600.00
Horse: Co Go Bugsy
Owner: Shauna Peters
Breeder: Winchester Ranch

2016
Winner of $3600.00
Horse: Coosa Ima Echo
Owner: Cassandra Peters
Breeder: K & R Stuart

2017
Winner of $3600.00
Horse: MM Frosty Cash
Owner: Rachelle Boyes
Breeder: Moose Mountain Quarter Horses
RULES & REGULATIONS
NAERIC BARRELS OF CASH FUTURITY

1. Only foals in their 5 year old year sold through the NAERIC Barrels of Cash sale are eligible to compete. To be eligible for the 5 year old futurity the horse must NEVER have competed in ANY barrel race, including AQHA shows, play days, novice horse events, derbies, rodeos etc. prior to December 01 of the previous year.

2. Riders may be of all ages and gender—Rider substitution will be accepted until race time—change of rider must be made known to the office prior to race time.

3. Inhumane treatment will not be tolerated and will result in disqualification.

4. Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

5. All horses will be scanned for their microchip number. If the microchip number cannot be found, horses will be inspected to make sure that they match their registration identification papers. If they do not match they will be disqualified.

6. Order of go will be drawn for. Accommodations will be made for those who are riding multiple horses.

7. Contestant will be issued a rerun at the end of the race if the timer malfunctions and if a barrel is knocked in the first run the same penalty will be applied to the 2nd run.

8. A tipped barrel will be accessed a 5 second penalty.

9. A broken pattern will result in a no time.

10. There will be no reruns given if a horse falls, is pulled up by the rider, or if there is a malfunction of the rider's equipment.

11. A maximum of 3 gate calls will be given, after that you will be disqualified.

12. Contestants must be dressed in Western Attire (western jeans, western boots, long sleeve shirts with cuffs and collars and cowboy hat)

13. In the case of a tie, prize money will be split.

14. The NAERIC Barrels of Cash will be run on a 2D system with the top 3 placing's paid in each division. If all horses run in the 1st D then payout will be extended to 6 placing's.

15. The Divisions will be based on the fastest time out of 2 runs with a 1 second split.

16. If only one horse returns to the competition they will receive 100% of the purse. (They must run the pattern and have a qualified time)

17. If 2 horses return the purse will be split 60/40. (They must both run the pattern and have a qualified time.)

18. Prize money cheques will be made payable to the person listed as the registered owner of the horse. (No exceptions)

19. Completion of the entry form will indicate acceptance of all Rules and Regulations governing this event.

20. Any questions or disputes which may arise during the course of the event not covered by the above rules will be decided and settled by the committee whose decision is final.

The Divisions will be based on:

Payout
1D 80% of the $9,000.00 purse = $7,200.00
1st place 50%- $3,600.00
2nd place 30%- $2,160.00
3rd place 20%- $1,440.00

2D 20% of the $9,000.00 purse = $1,800.00
1st place 50%- $900.00
2nd place 30%- $540.00
3rd place 20%- $360.00
Celebrating our 11th year

- Business Cards
- Copying, Finishing & Printing
- NCR Forms (carbonless)
- Mailbox Services
- Secure Document Shredding
- Wide Format Printing
- Domestic and International Shipping with UPS & DHL

We're in business to make business easier for you!

Stop by today and speak with Dave and Leah to see how we can help make your day easier!

The UPS Store
Unit 100 • 1300 18th St. • Brandon, MB R7A 6X7
Ph: (204) 728-9494 • Fax: (204) 725-4084
Email: store396@theupsstore.ca
www.theupsstore.ca/396

Thank You
BIG BEAR CUSTOM CRESTING FOR THE EMBROIDERY WORK
Home of the 2018 Manitoba Finals Rodeo

OCTOBER 24-27
BRANDON, MB KEYSSTONE CENTRE

Free admission everyday until 6 PM

NAERIC BARRELS OF CASH FUTURITY & SALE
MANITOBA’S LARGEST ALL BREEDS CATTLE SHOW
MANITOBA SUPERHORSE 50/50 FUTURITY & SALE
HAGAN PERFORMANCE & RANCH HORSE SALE

RODEO TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE KEYSSTONE CENTRE
AND ONLINE - $20 ($18 FOR SENIORS & $10 FOR KIDS 6-12 YRS)

MANITOBAAGEX.COM
Looking for a Competitive Advantage?

Advantage, n. Edge, upper-hand, superiority, success. The very qualities you can expect to find in many NAERIC horses - superior, world-class performers and proven winners.

As a bonus, the NAERIC Advantage™ pays supplemental dollars to successful NAERIC horses at approved North American events. All NAERIC-registered horses are eligible for the NAERIC Advantage™. Visit www.naeric.org for complete information about the NAERIC Advantage™.

Ride a NAERIC horse - your competitive Advantage!

The North American Equine Ranching Information Council (NAERIC)
P.O. Box 43968
Louisville, Kentucky 40253
(502) 245-0425